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MCCSP

Spring Program 

Beyond prep and pack: what  
really happens! 

- Sterile Processing Management
- Sterile Processing Supervisors
- Sterile Processing Technicians
- Operating Room Nurses
- Surgical Technicians
- Infection Prevention
- Risk Management

6 CE's IAHCSMM and CBSPD 

6 CE's AST 

2 CE's RN  

St . John's of Damascus
300 West St, Dedham, MA 02026 

www.mccsp.org mccspweb@gmail.com

Massachusetts Chapter of  

Central Sterile Professionals

April 29, 2017
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 Please join us on Saturday, April 29, 2017 at the 
Church of St. John of Damascus! We have a 
great educational program for this event so 

don't miss out! Seating will be limited. Register 
today! Please note if you do register for the 

event and are a CRCST or CBSPDT you must stay 
for the entire event. CEU?s will not be issued to 

those who leave early, regardless of the 
situation. Spend the day and gain some 

knowledge!!Register Online 
Click Here 

www.MCCSP.org
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Fact  or Fict ion
8:00am - 8:40 am

- Identify appropriate 
temperature and humidity 
levels in each area of the 
sterile processing 
department.

- Understand AAMI recommendations for personnel, 
facility design, and quality control.

- Recognize minimum cycles times for flash sterilization 
in both gravity displacement and dynamic air removal 
sterilizers.

- Identify methods for daily efficacy testing of sterilizers.
- Describe the process for routine product testing.  

Joint  Commission Audit  - Are you Ready?
8:40am - 9:20 am

- Identify bodies that do accreditation inspection 
- Identify values in manufactures instructions for use and 
how the JC utilizes them in surveys. 

- Observe a system tray tracer and how it can affect sterile 
processing. 

- Discuss JC areas of concern for HLD. 
Personal Protect ive Equipment (PPE)

9:20 am -10:00 am
- Identify the importance of proper attire and PPE in the 
health care setting,

- Explain how to don and remove various PPE,
- Discuss how to handle spills of hazardous substances.

Jo M. Wood
Damien Berg, BA, 
BS, CRCST 

When Things Fail
Critical thinking when 

things don?t go as planned
10:15 am - 11:15 am

- Review actual process and system failures and the 
thought process used when addressing them.
- Entire sterile storage contaminated due to fire
- House-wide loss of steam
- Mass casualty incident and insufficient instrument 

inventory
- Contaminated tap water in decontamination

- How to conduct  a risk assessment when a process failure 
occurs (what type of information needs to be collected 
and taken into consideration)

- Review a sample humidity response policy that explains 
how to mitigate impact of a future event

Mark Duro
- Share experiences with choosing a low temperature 
sterilization option

- Discuss competency assessment for hydrogen peroxide 
gas sterilization

- Discuss low temperature sterilization options available 
in the US

- Share experiences with choosing a low temperature 
sterilization option

- Discuss competency assessment for hydrogen peroxide 
gas sterilization

Charles Stefanini, 
MPA, Owner, CS 
Consulting, LLC

 Massachuset ts 
Cert if icat ion 

Legislat ion for Cent ral 
Service Technicians

11:15 am - 12:15 pm
- Explain the status of 
certification legislation for 
Central Service Technicians in 
Massachusetts.

- Explain how a bill becomes law in Massachusetts.
- Demonstrate how members can become involved in the 
legislative process

- Discuss Legislative Action Alerts.
- Participants will be able to ask questions at the end of 
the session.

- Review disaster response 
cycle and how it can be 
applied to sterile processing.

Low Temperature 
Sterilizat ion 

(The Highs and the Lows)
1:30 pm - 2:30 pm

 Damien Berg, BA, BS, 
CRCST  (cont 'd)

Sterile Processing Qualit y Management  
Systems (You Can Do It )!

2:30 pm - 3:30 pm
- QMS (Quality Management System) Overview
- Understanding the what it looks like in your system
- How to start your program
- Quick step check list

Regist rat ion 7:00 am - 8:00 am

Opening starts prompt ly at  8:00 am
Jo M. Wood (cont 'd)

First  Break 10:00 am - 10:15 am
Lunch & Vendor Fair 12:15 pm - 1:30 pm

- Discuss low temperature sterilization options available 
in the US

Cert if icates 3:30 pm
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